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There’s a heavy price to pay for royalty in this compelling—and true—story of
Anastasia Romanov and fellow grand duchesses of Russia, from an award-
winning novelist.

It’s summer in 1914 and the Romanovs are aboard the Standart, the Russian
royal yacht. Tsar Nicholas, Tsaritsa Alexandra, their four daughters, and the
youngest child, Tsarevitch Alexei, are sailing to Romania to meet Crown Prince
Carol and his parents. It seems like a fairy tale existence for the four grand
duchesses, dressed in beautiful clothes, traveling from palace to palace. But it’s
not.

Life inside the palace is far from a fairy tale. The girls’ younger brother suffers
from an excruciatingly painful and deadly blood disease, and their parents have
chosen to shield the Russian people from the severity of the future tsar’s
condition. The secrets and strain are hard on the family, and conditions are
equally dire beyond the palace walls. Peasants chafe under the burden of extreme
poverty and Tsar Nicholas’s leadership power weakens. And when the
unthinkable happens—Germany declares war on Russia—nothing in Anastasia’s
world will ever be the same.
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There’s a heavy price to pay for royalty in this compelling—and true—story of Anastasia Romanov and
fellow grand duchesses of Russia, from an award-winning novelist.

It’s summer in 1914 and the Romanovs are aboard the Standart, the Russian royal yacht. Tsar Nicholas,
Tsaritsa Alexandra, their four daughters, and the youngest child, Tsarevitch Alexei, are sailing to Romania to
meet Crown Prince Carol and his parents. It seems like a fairy tale existence for the four grand duchesses,
dressed in beautiful clothes, traveling from palace to palace. But it’s not.

Life inside the palace is far from a fairy tale. The girls’ younger brother suffers from an excruciatingly
painful and deadly blood disease, and their parents have chosen to shield the Russian people from the
severity of the future tsar’s condition. The secrets and strain are hard on the family, and conditions are
equally dire beyond the palace walls. Peasants chafe under the burden of extreme poverty and Tsar
Nicholas’s leadership power weakens. And when the unthinkable happens—Germany declares war on
Russia—nothing in Anastasia’s world will ever be the same.
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Editorial Review

From School Library Journal
Gr 6–9—This classic tale from modern Russian literature typically gets 10 minutes in some history classes,
but the story deserves a wider audience. Here, retold by Meyer, it has strong potential to intrigue middle
school historical fiction fans. It is told in Anastasia's voice starting when she is 13 years old. On the cusp of
World War I, her father is the last tsar and her family lives an opulent and epicurean lifestyle. Anastasia, her
four sisters, and her parents are oblivious to warning signs that the tsar's reign is under siege. When
Anastasia starts reading her oldest sister's diary in secret, she realizes that her world is in flux. She begins to
notice the delicacies her family eats routinely that nobody else can procure. In a subplot, Anastasia has a
crush on a young artist, but they are cruelly separated when her family is exiled. Anastasia's story transports
readers from a privileged lifestyle at the beginning of the 20th-century to her family being the victims of a
brutal revolution. Meyer exceptionally captures Anastasia's voice as she matures. The author strikes the right
balance between detail and momentum to maintain readers' attention. This book would be a fine addition to
any middle school's historical fiction collection and would pair nicely with Candace Fleming's excellent
nonfiction work, The Family Romanov: Murder, Rebellion, and the Fall of Imperial Russia(Random,
2014).—Amy Thurow, New Glarus School District, WI

Review
This classic tale from modern Russian literature typically gets 10 minutes in some history classes, but the
story deserves a wider audience. Here, retold by Meyer, it has strong potential to intrigue middle school
historical fiction fans. It is told in Anastasia’s voice starting when she is 13 years old. On the cusp of World
War I, her father is the last tsar, and her family lives an opulent and epicurean lifestyle. Anastasia, her four
sisters, and her parents are oblivious to warning signs that the tsar’s reign is under siege. When Anastasia
starts reading her oldest sister’s diary in secret, she realizes that her world is in flux. She begins to notice the
delicacies her family eats routinely that nobody else can procure. In a subplot, Anastasia has a crush on a
young artist, but they are cruelly separated when her family is exiled. Anastasia’s story transports readers
from a privileged lifestyle at the beginning of the 20th-century to her family being the victims of a brutal
revolution. Meyer exceptionally captures Anastasia’s voice as she matures. The author strikes the right
balance between detail and momentum to maintain readers’ attention. (School Library Journal January 2015)

Anastasia and her siblings may be kept in ignorance about most of the tragedy and upheaval affecting Russia
in the early 20th century, but that doesn't stop them from worrying about the world beyond their daily
lives.The czar's family is kept in luxury, but Anastasia, Olga, Tatiana and Marie Romanova still complain
occasionally about their lives, either in their secret diaries or to one another. And they do have reason for
complaint. They are expected to sit for long state dinners and formal parties, and even worse, they can't
decide for themselves whom they will marry. As World War I and subsequent riots begin to erode the only
world they've ever known, they try to protect themselves from the growing threat. Even as the people they
thought loved them disappear or join the rebellion, they still have one another. Meyer weaves historic details
with precision and flair, creating a private world for Anastasia and her sisters that any teenage girl will
recognize, one fraught with longing, demands for independence and romantic regret. Those readers who are
already familiar with the family's final destination will be able to catch moments of foreshadowing and get
the most out of the tale. A richly detailed introduction to the tragedy of the last royal family of Russia.
(Kirkus Reviews February 1, 2015)

As she has done in Cleopatra Confesses, Victoria Rebels, and other titles, Meyer imagines the life of a
historical royal, this time Anastasia Romanova, the teenage daughter of Tsar Nicholas II of Russia. On the
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cusp of the revolution that will doom her family and its way of life, Anastasia chronicles the last days of their
glory, as well as the years leading up to their demise. Meyer is on sure footing with this story, her prose lush
with vivid detail. That same attention to historical detail can impede the story’s momentum, but the passage
of years and looming war, along with Anastasia’s mischievous spying on her sister Olga’s love life and her
thoughts on Father Grigory (aka Rasputin), will entice readers onward. Anastasia’s endearing narrative
voice, coupled with her intimate observations of her family and their royal adventures, make her
chronological account all the more bittersweet. Meyer chooses not to re-imagine the fate that eventually
befalls this Russian princess, giving the novel a tragic and moving end, though an epilogue details the
family’s deaths and 21st-century efforts to authenticate their remains. (Publishers Weekly March 2, 2015)

The story of the ill-fated Romanovs is told here from the point of view of the czar’s youngest daughter,
Anastasia. After an introductory chapter set near the end of the family’s lives, the book returns to 1911, when
Anastasia’s most pressing concern is finding her older sister Olga’s diary to learn what romantic secrets
she’s keeping. Clearly, Meyer has done her research, and the book is filled with details of palaces, court life,
and family relationships, but the book really picks up only as tensions in Russia grow and the family’s
situation becomes ever more tenuous. Anastasia’s voice is in counterpoint to Olga’s, whose own
commentary comes through the diary entries. Meyer does an excellent job of explaining complicated Russian
history, but it would have been nice if more information about the veracity of the characters’ interactions had
been included in the author’s note (the fate of the main characters is detailed there). Pair this with Candace
Fleming’s nonfiction title, The Family Romanov (2014), for a thorough immersion into a fascinating period.
(Booklist April 15, 2015)

The prologue captures reader’s attention, entering the story at the point in time when the last tsar of Russia
and his family are arrested and held captive by revolutionaries. Anastasia and her sisters have been advised
to sew their jewels into their corsets and skirts in preparation for a hurried escape. Then the story turns to a
happier time, when the Romanov family was the most revered in all of Russia. Each year, Anastasia’s family
summered at one luxurious palace, wintered in another, cruised the bay in their yacht, entertained dignitaries,
and generally lived the life of the privileged aristocracy. The novel introduces a number of historical figures
including Father Grigori, better known as Rasputin, and his powerful influence over the tsarina Alexandra.
Life gets more and more difficult as Russia is drawn into war, workers strike, food is scarce, and revolution
threatens. Finally, Tsar Nicholas II is forced to abdicate his throne and escape never happens for the family.

Meyer’s well-researched historical fiction includes detailed descriptions of the home life, fashion, and
political environment surrounding the Romanov family.... (VOYA April 2015)

About the Author
Carolyn Meyer is the acclaimed author of more than fifty books for young people. Her many award-winning
novels include Mary, Bloody Mary—an ABA’s Pick of the Lists, an NCSS-CBC Notable Children’s Trade
Book in the Field of Social Studies, and an ALA Best Book for Young Adults—and Marie, Dancing, a Book
Sense Pick. She is also the author of Cleopatra Confesses and Victoria Rebels. She lives in Albuquerque,
New Mexico, and you can visit her at ReadCarolyn.com.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Pamela Guarino:

What do you think of book? It is just for students because they are still students or this for all people in the
world, what the best subject for that? Just you can be answered for that issue above. Every person has several
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personality and hobby per other. Don't to be forced someone or something that they don't wish do that. You
must know how great in addition to important the book Anastasia and Her Sisters. All type of book can you
see on many resources. You can look for the internet sources or other social media.

Cherry Simard:

This Anastasia and Her Sisters book is not really ordinary book, you have after that it the world is in your
hands. The benefit you get by reading this book is definitely information inside this guide incredible fresh,
you will get information which is getting deeper you actually read a lot of information you will get. This
Anastasia and Her Sisters without we realize teach the one who examining it become critical in imagining
and analyzing. Don't possibly be worry Anastasia and Her Sisters can bring when you are and not make your
carrier space or bookshelves' come to be full because you can have it with your lovely laptop even cellphone.
This Anastasia and Her Sisters having fine arrangement in word as well as layout, so you will not feel
uninterested in reading.

Gerald Allen:

People live in this new morning of lifestyle always aim to and must have the extra time or they will get wide
range of stress from both daily life and work. So , when we ask do people have time, we will say absolutely
of course. People is human not really a robot. Then we ask again, what kind of activity are there when the
spare time coming to you actually of course your answer will certainly unlimited right. Then do you try this
one, reading textbooks. It can be your alternative with spending your spare time, typically the book you have
read will be Anastasia and Her Sisters.

Edgar Villanueva:

Reading a book to be new life style in this 12 months; every people loves to read a book. When you go
through a book you can get a lot of benefit. When you read textbooks, you can improve your knowledge,
simply because book has a lot of information into it. The information that you will get depend on what forms
of book that you have read. If you wish to get information about your examine, you can read education
books, but if you act like you want to entertain yourself you can read a fiction books, these us novel, comics,
in addition to soon. The Anastasia and Her Sisters will give you a new experience in looking at a book.
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